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The Brief: Uncle’s Haus 
To create a welcoming guest house that stayed true to Tyrolean tradi:on, while also giving it an update in order 
to make the stay more welcoming and appealing to a new clientele. The house had previously housed three 
genera:ons of the one family - all Blacksmiths - and in order to remain true to the family history and their vast 
collec:on of memorabilia, the decision was made to create a sustainable guest house by using only what was 
available in the house, or was being thrown out by someone else. The only thing that was purchased was paint 
and some tools. Four bedrooms, two bathrooms, a living area and separate large kitchen/ea:ng area, as well as 
an outdoor deck were revamped using only what was available, free or secondhand. The re-decora:on was an 
exercise in true sustainability and in keeping with the heritage of the family home.

The Vision:
As the budget was basically non-existent for the makeover, and the mandate was to make it truly sustainable 
room furniture was interchanged and re-displayed to create fresh aspects. What was in good working order, was 
leH alone. A wealth of old décor items were crea:vely re-arranged or re-displayed to modernize the format – and 
ar:s:c use was made of old items - embroidered linens were turned into curtains, children’s pain:ng into wall 
features, old frames were used to create mirror focal points, 1930s-1950s kitchen utensils created a wall feature, 
and bathrooms were simply re-grouted and freshened up with paint and tex:les in order to recycle, re-use and 
organically create a comfortable space.
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KITCHEN: The old sea:ng was en:rely reupholstered 
with factory offcuts. Brass typically Tyrolean buWons 
were cut off old clothing and upcycled to create a 
subtle feature. Milk pails from the aYc, and 50s kitchen 
utensils were used to create a rus:c decora:ve feature 
in keeping with the tradi:onal angle. Mismatched chairs 
created their own sense of charm around a rescued 
table.

Before After
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LIVING ROOM: The original upholstered seating was simply 
cleaned and left as it was still in good condition. New curtains 
were made from material offcuts, and an Art Deco light fitting 
replaced the existing, while two carved wooden chairs 
replaced the 80s heavy seats. The lighter chairs opened up 
the space, but kept the traditional feel. Heavier pink curtains 
were replaced with neutrals created from deadstock in 
complementing colourways to lighten the space.

AFTERBefore
After
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AFTER

As the seating upholstery was in good condition it was simply 
cleaned, and used to set the colour tone for the room. Sage 
greens, pale pinks and fresh whites were used to add in light 
and a contemporary blend to the traditional space. The wood 
table was scrubbed back and pillows were sewn from leftover 
materials to tie the room together with the opposing seating 
around the oven. Traditional wine flasks, rescued from the 
attic, echoed the colour scheme.

Before After
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AFTER

LIVING ROOM: The old green bench sea:ng around the 
fireplace was reupholstered by hand with material from 
factory outcasts. As the sea:ng allowed nowhere to 
lounge, two horse hair maWresses, from an old bed, 
were re-covered in a beau:ful ba:k, and fringed to 
echo some of the Austrian floral paint styles 
throughout the house, whilst offering a lighter touch to 
the space.

AfterBefore
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The blank wall near the hea:ng oven was an incredibly 
dark space, even aHer the sea:ng was reupholstered. 
Mirrors, created from old frames found around the 
house, were grouped to capture light and bounce it back 
into the room, whilst also crea:ng an inspired and 
budget conscious focal point. 

After

Design tip:
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BUNK ROOM: Wooden bunks that were being thrown out 
were sanded back and white-washed. The radiator and 
ladders for the bunk beds were painted in a pale Sage to 
match the tradi:onal 1780s hand-painted cupboard on 
the opposite side. A floor rug, formerly in the living room, 
was used to create a cosier atmosphere. In the corner, an 
old wash stand was recreated with off-cut wood panelling, 
and an old cooking pot used as the basin.

Before After
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A custom-mixed deep Teal painted heater created the base 
line for a display of children’s artwork found stowed away in 
the house. Christmas drawings from 1942, signed by the 
children, replaced older images in golden frames ,with the 
backboards painted in the same Teal to create a cohesive 
and heart-warming display of history above the freshly-
painted heater.

After

Design tip:
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TWIN BEDROOM: The en:re back room was painted in a 
standard cool white to stand the test of :me, lighten the space 
and create a blank canvas for the beau:ful Biedermeier 
furniture, which was found already in the house. An old boiled 
wool rug was used to warm up the space, and aYc finds -
original 1900 children’s ice skates, s:ll with the leather laces, 
and original wooden skis - were placed on either wall to create a 
rus:c Tyrolean chalet, children’s room.

Before After
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Instead of trying to disguise the yellowing façades, the 
radiators throughout the house were painted in different 
hues making a beau:ful focal point in each room. Custom-
mixed colours were created to give an extra design edge. A 
carved children’s chair was placed alongside to con:nue the 
focus on a tradi:onal  Tyrolean atmosphere.

AFTERAfter

Design tip:
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KING BEDROOM: Walls were freshened up with a simple 
white, and a new bed was made from old remnants of wood 
as a solid base to give a modern streamlined element to the 
room. The juxtaposi:on of the old screen - with new material 
placed in the panels - as a headboard, brought the tradi:onal 
and contemporary together in keeping with the rest of the 
guest house. A piece of beau:ful hand-embroidered  farmer’s 
linen created a simple curtain, and an old light fiYng and 
standing lamps were 

Before After
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As the bones of the bathroom were in fabulous condition, all 
that was needed was to add in some elements to warm up the 
large room, and bring it in line with the rest of the guest house. 
A heater was pained in a custom-made Ochre, a lattice frame 
was painted in soft grey and backed with linen to hide the 80s 
glass of the shower and echo the tile work throughout. New 
light fixtures and an old wooden frame with a mirror

Details After
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